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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Ashley Brim
-Ashley Paige Brim // she/her/hers
Co-Producer / HOMELAND
Director / An Act of Terror & The Goldfish
Fox Directing Lab 2018-19
HALF Initiative Directing Fellow 2017
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AWD Directing the Actor Fellow 2021
C:
ashleypaigebrim.com
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on
December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even
Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives
of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end; we demand LAPD be defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is due to fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the realworld effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
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Disgustedly,
Mayank Keshaviah
Los Angeles, CA 90034
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Dear Board of Commissioners and City Council Members:
As a citizen of Los Angeles District 11 I'm writing to submit public comments to the LAPC Meeting.
General Public Comment: LAPC Conveniently Canceling and Shortening Meetings
I find it extremely frustrating that every time LAPD scandals are brought to the attention of the public that you cancel
your meetings. Whether it's for the Echo Park raid, the South LA explosion, or the murder of Valentina Orellana Peralta,
you cancel your meetings to escape the demands of the public. When meetings do come back, you often shorten them.
It's like clockwork. It is also antithetical to the role you and your commission are supposed to play. We the people
demand that you show up to hear our complaints about the violence you allow LAPD to perpetuate. You need to
increase the amount of time you allow people to give public comments NOW.
Agenda Item 5A and General Public Comment: LAPD's Continued Violence
The past few weeks of LAPD's rampant killings again show that police do not provide safety. Evidence shows again and
again that putting billions of dollars into policing does not erase crime. In addition, evidence shows again and again that
even with all of the "reform," police still keep killing people.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD to be defunded and their budget to
create alternatives to community safety such as Portland's CAHOOTS program, Denver's STAR program, and
Albuquerque's Crisis Intervention program -- all of which are done WITHOUT police.
General Public Comment: LAPC Meeting Time
Why are these meetings held at the same time as City Council and Board of Supervisor meetings? Can we
please change the meeting time so more people can participate in the meetings?
Agenda Item 4B-4H: No more LAPD Funding
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In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Sincerely,
Sarah Bowers
District 11
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded! Our city not safer with police officers murdering people. Not only are they
murdering people but they are getting away with murder at our tax dollars expense. We will not stand for our
tax dollars being directed towards killer police officers. We can never trust a system that does not take
accountability for their wrongdoings.
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Natalie
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Elizabeth Sommer
Los Angeles resident
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Commissioners,

While you all acted as a rubber stamp body for the LAPD… they killed 18 people last year, with 5
killings of those during the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on December
14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. May their lives lost propel you all to do better.
These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats.
Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was
treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and
especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police
violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
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in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Sheila
She/her/hers
“I believe in the sweat of love and in the fire of truth.” -Assata Shakur
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 5 people since the last BOPC meeting. While the North Hollywood killings got a lot of attention, for good
(and terrible) reason, it's so notable that the other killings by LAPD seemed barely to register as a blip.
Two of the killings were in the same area, and were in the proximity of the neighborhood where LAPD set off the
explosives this June. Both of the people killed that day - Rosendo Olivio Jr and Margarito Lopez - seem to have been
perhaps in need of aid, but not from a cop. There were clips online from the community related to both killings, but very
little from LAPD. One person - Margarito Lopez - was a youth whose family describes him as having a developmental
disorder, or disability. LAPD additionally killed Daniel Elena Lopez and Valentina Orellana Peralta unnecessarily. Enrique
Ruiz was killed at the gas station in Eagle Rock, in what is again a very unclear situation, except that this was a person in
need, and LAFD called LAPD. Police are not equipped to respond to these situations and will never be, this is why we are
demanding that police are defunded, and alternative responses to the police as well as preventative and supportive
community services are funded instead. People in crisis and people with disabilities are not disposable.
That brings me to COVID - it is quite remarkable to read Moore stating in the LA Times that he doesn't think the
increased cases of COVID at LAPD are due to cops not wearing masks. What a statement. It is also terrifying when you
consider that this is a person at the head of LAPD, which sets the tone (supposedly) for the entire organization and (one
would think) has a responsibility to share information with cops about how COVID is transmitted, and how they should
act accordingly to not be transmitting covid to community members in confined spaces, including inside jails and LAPD
stations - but here we have Moore seemingly dismissing the connection between wearing masks, and the transmission
of covid. It is really fucking something. We also need consider that when it comes to mortality rates from covid and who
is more likely to die, there is an increased mortality among folks that are poor, disabled, unhoused, Latinx, or Black naming this as this is who is disproportionately harmed when we dismiss the impact of covid in the community.
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We continue to demand a defunding of LAPD. We are not looking for an expansion of policing programs, we want an
investment in programs that are free from police. Instead of paying the police to talk to kids and parents about
parenting (my god), just invest in the parents. You don't need the cop part. If you look at that study by Loyola
Marymount in 2020 that made Soboroff audibly splutter, households that have a cop in the family are actually more
supportive of police being defunded than households without a cop.... a very interesting finding that deserves more
looking into, no?
defund the police,
T. Guerra
-T Guerra
they/them/theirs
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
J.Stephen Brantley
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councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org;
wjbriggs@venable.com
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Dr. Karen Bowdre
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Bethany Heykoop <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:12 PM
Police Commission
Michel Moore; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; LAPC Fails; Mayor Garcetti; Mayor Helpdesk;
contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lou@LegacyLA.org;
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
tips@laist.com
PUBLIC COMMENT BOPC 1/10/22

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
BETHANY HEYKOOP
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

carrie ungerman <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:12 PM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
LAPCFails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II;
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti;
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; Paul Krekorian;
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org;
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission
meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina
Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and
cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community
members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she
was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent
and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police
violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of
reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the
killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone
LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and
donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle.
Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable
about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you
need to hear what they have to say.
Carrie Ungerman
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Hiram Miles <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:03 PM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J.
Briggs, II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Hiram Cormier Jr
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

TJ Allers <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:36 PM
Police Commission
Michel Moore; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com;
lou@legacyla.org; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org;
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
tips@laist.com
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Thomas Allers
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Natalia Ospina <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:28 PM
Police Commission; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to people who are in crisis and need help; their training often
encourages them to reach for violence and view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana
Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral
damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. The continued killing of LA residents demonstrates the
consequences of our existing police system and how it devalues the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed and must be dismantled.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end and I
believe this can only happen if the police are defunded.
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LA Metro and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Other local agencies, including LA Metro, allow public comments for several hours to
ensure all community members and stakeholders have an opportunity to weigh in. This Commission must do
the same. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the
real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to
hear what they have to say.
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Sincerely,
Natalia Ospina
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Beth Baker <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:16 PM
Police Commission
Michel Moore; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com;
lou@LegacyLA.org; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org;
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
tips@laist.com
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
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Dr. Beth Baker
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Kristen McCown <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:15 PM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,

LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Kristen McCown
Sent from my iPhone
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Greg Irwin <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:02 PM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on
December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even
Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives
of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the realworld effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
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Signed,
Gregory Irwin
90035
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Margaret Starbuck
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Commissioners,
The people of LA demand input. You must stop ignoring us. Especially with such a deadly year behind
us. LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. Get it together.
Signed,
Sophia
-Sophia Rome
University of Michigan Class of 2018
BA Spanish, BA Political Science
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Sherry Varon
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Julia Keplinger
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Sean Donahue
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Peralta, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
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Signed,
JIL BALOGH
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Maraky
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Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Maraky
--To help protect y ou r priv acy , Microsoft O ffice
prev ented au tomatic download of this picture from
the Internet.

Maraky Alemseged (she/they)
Los Angeles Organizer, Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAJI)
New York City | Los Angeles | Atlanta | Oakland | Washington, DC | Miami
Telephone:
Email:
Learn more: www.BAJI.org

Los Angeles Office: 7526 Crenshaw Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90043
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Canei Womack <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:16 PM
Michel Moore; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com;
lou@legacyla.org; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org;
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Police
Commission; tips@laist.com
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
The Urban Effect Co.
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Laura Adery <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:15 PM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com;
lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; tips@laist.com;
kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti;
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org;
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed and we refuse to allow this
violence to continue unchecked.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
It is essential that members of the communities most affected by policing are heard openly during
public comment. They are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the
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board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. We urge you to
open up public comment to allow a greater number of speakers to share. It would be efficient to decrease
Moore's time to allow for useful information to be shared by community members about the realities of what is
taking place vs the untruths, unhelpful ambiguous statements and theoretical speaking that occurs when
Moore has the floor.
Signed,
Dr. Laura Adery, Ph.D
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Martha Mack <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:09 PM
Police Commission
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com;
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org;
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org;
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org;
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J.
Briggs, II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
Reform will not fix a system that is working exactly the way if was built to, disproportionately targeting
those with fewer resources and Black and brown folks. The LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the
last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on December 14th, LAPD has killed
Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These
murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are
in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina
Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,

Martha Mack, MS, RD
Dialysis Dietitian
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Kevin King <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:02 PM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II;
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on
December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even
Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the
lives of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let folks speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the realworld effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
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Thank you from a concerned citizen,
Kevin King
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

MW<
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:47 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@LegacyLA.org;
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; tips@laist.com;
kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org;
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; Councilmember Rodriguez; councilmember.harrisdawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
You have been on break since December 13th, 2021. Under your leadership, you left parameters
where LAPD felt empowered to kill Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana
Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. Under the watchful eye of this commission, LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with five
killings in the last two weeks of the year. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide
safety and cannot offer solutions to folks in crisis who need help. LAPD are trained violence workers who view
community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, hiding in a dressing room with her mother
when she was shot to death, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez.
Police are inherently violent and devalue the lives of black and brown folks. These killings are part of a pattern
in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end.
We demand LAPD be defunded.
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213 million this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone, LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
enabling this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after the presentation of agenda items. The community
must have input on agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; through fear of public
knowledge and public comment, the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on the number of speakers
and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by police are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Michele Wetteland
Pronouns: she/her
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Mike Wodkowski <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:45 AM
Police Commission
Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore;
William J. Briggs, II; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; councilmember.harrisdawson@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org;
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; tips@laist.com; Sandra
Figueroa-Villa; Dale Bonner; ethics.commission@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Mike Wodkowski,
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Los Angeles
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Zach Sherwin <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:40 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@legacyla.org;
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; tips@laist.com;
kevin.rector@latimes.com; Queally, James; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org;
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org;
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on
December 14th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr., Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even
Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives
of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the realworld effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
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Shame on you.
Signed,
Zach Sherwin
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Janee Lennox <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:35 AM
Police Commission; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J.
Briggs, II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
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Signed,
JL
BLM
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Louise Keshaviah <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:29 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J.
Briggs, II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Dear Commissioners,
I am writing to you all as an active voter, passionate constituent, and concerned citizen. I urge you to
take my email seriously- while the below was not written by me directly, it accurately reflects my feelings- as
well as the mandate that turned out voters (in droves) in the most recent election. This is what we voted forplease deliver.
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Louise Abnee Keshaviah
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Lex Ryan <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:23 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J.
Briggs, II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.
Commissioners,
Are you aware that last year LAPD killed 18 people?! In the last two weeks of 2021 alone, there were 5 murders. The last
police commission meeting was on December 13, and since then, LAPD has killed: Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez,
Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These killings remind us that police DO NOT provide
safety and they cannot offer solutions to people who need help or are in crisis. Police view community members as
threats and they are trained to kill. Do you know about Valentina Orellana-Peralta? She was 14 years old and was hiding
in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed. She was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on
Daniel Elena Lopez. We know, from years and years of evidence, that police are inherently violent and they especially
devalue the lives of Black and Brown people.
William Dorsey Jones is the LAPD officer who shot Valentina Orellana-Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez. William Dorsey
Jones is a murderer, and he was even a community relations officer for the LAPD community policing program that was
expanded in 2020 under the guide of reform and “building trust.”LAPD will continue to ask for more money for
programs and training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. We demand that LAPD be defunded!
Our tax dollars go to police departments so that they can continue to murder people. We are literally paying for men
with guns to run around town pretending to protect and serve us while they are really murdering our community
members. These murders must stop!
Not only did LAPD ask for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA but THIS WEEK ALONE they are
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations. This is an
increase of over 41 MILLION DOLLARS for LAPD just for this week’s agenda items. This is a deadly cycle that must be
stopped.
In regards to public comment, please please please let people speak after the agenda items. The community should be
able to give input on items AFTER hearing any additional information. You are currently not allowing this because you
are afraid of public knowledge and public comment. Because you know that this is wrong. If your body and the LAPD
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claim to be serving OUR best interests, then why are you so afraid of listening to us? It’s your job to hold the police
accountable. It shouldn’t need on us to hold you accountable to do your job, but it is. Because you aren’t doing it.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment. There should be no restrictions on the number of speakers and no
45-minute time limit. The members of communities most affected by policing are far and away the most knowledgable
about the real impacts of the decisions that this board makes. They know about LAPD in their neighborhoods. You have
to hear from them. From all of us. Or else your entire job is a farce. A ruse designed to make us feel as though there are
people looking out for us.
It is obvious that the reason crime increases is because peoples’ needs are not being met. We are in a deadly, global
pandemic and people are losing jobs and homes all the time. The number of unhoused people on the streets has
increased. And this board has the opportunity to make life better and easier for all of us. But instead you consistently
choose to give the police more money and allow them to literally get away with murder.
Please change your way of operating. Listen to us. It’s exhausting to have to ask for the same things again and again and
receive silence, denial, and lies in return.
Signed,
Lex Ryan
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Ricci Sergienko <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:14 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J.
Briggs, II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
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Best,
Ricci Sergienko
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jewell Karinen <
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:05 AM
Police Commission
1/10/2022 Public Comment BOPC

>

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the
guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in
response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand
LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda
alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants
and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this
deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Jason Reedy <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:58 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Cowardly Crooked Commissioners,
Since the last police commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has murdered Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez,
Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. How did police provide them with safety? How did they
offer a solution to folks who were in crisis and actually needed help?
These pigs populate our communities and continue to kill, terrorize, and harrass community members. Even Valentina
Orellana Peralta, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral
damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks
that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. This number doesn't include Auzie Houchins
or Ramon Reyes. This number doesn't include how many people they infected with COVID as a result of non-mask
wearing and who ultimately died as a result of their COVID infection.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded into a fucking bureau in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in
response to the killings by Jones and other cops. Jones even went through your bullshit training a few weeks before he
murdered Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is
defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the realworld effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
Fuck you,
Jason
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Nicole Donanian <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:55 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

To Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
- Nicole Donanian-Blandon
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Michelle King <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:52 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II;
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on
December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even
Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the
lives of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let folks speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the realworld effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
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In community,
Michelle King
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Brigid McNally <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:39 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Brigid McNally
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Sent from my iPhone
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Magan Wiles <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:26 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
-magan wiles (she/her)
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Cody Sloan <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:15 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II;
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Cody Sloan
-Cody Sloan
pronouns: he/him/his (what's this?)
MFA in Acting: UCSD '21
www.codydsloan.com
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Samantha Lappin <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:15 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on
December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even
Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives
of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real85

world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
Signed,
Samantha

Sammi Lappin
Communicator & Educator
she/her
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Jessi Jones <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:02 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Jessi Jones
90004
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Lucas O'Connor <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:00 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Lucas O'Connor
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Rebecca Veith <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:54 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com;
lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; tips@laist.com;
kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti;
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
Councilmember Blumenfield; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org;
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Rebecca Veith
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Tiana McKenna <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:54 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J.
Briggs, II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police commission meeting on
December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and
Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to
folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill and they view community members as threats. Even
Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as
collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives
of folks that are Black or brown. These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even a
community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the guise of reform
and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in response to the killings by
Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda alone LAPD is
asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants and donations - that’s an
increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police
Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the realworld effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they
have to say.
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Sincerely,
Tiana McKenna
Los Angeles 90042
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

becca vb <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:53 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Garcetti; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org;
Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com;
lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; tips@laist.com;
kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org;
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org;
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org;
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org;
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Becca vb
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This communication and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged
information for the use of the designated recipient/s named above. Distribution, reproduction or any other use of
this transmission by any party other than the intended recipient/s is prohibited.
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Emma Olson <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:51 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez, was even
a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020 under the
guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and training in
response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we demand
LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s agenda
alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M in grants
and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop this
deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable
about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you
need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Emma Irene Olson (she/her/hers)
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Lizabeth Belli <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:50 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II;
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
without the 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Lizabeth Belli
Lizabeth Belli (she/her)
#CareFirst
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Ted Trembinski <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:42 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Los Angeles Mayor's Office; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Ted Trembinski
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Harrison Weinfeld <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:39 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff;
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs,
II; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
Public Comment BOPC 1/10/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners,
LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Harrison Weinfeld
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Sarah Bell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Gina Viola <
>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:17 AM
Police Commission
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker;
ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II;
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com;
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridleythomas@lacity.org; Councilmember Mike Bonin; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; TeamCD4;
paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org;
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org;
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org;
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org;
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org
PUBLIC comment 01/11/2021 - YES THE PUBLIC EXISTS!!!

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioners, Councilmembers and Mayor:
I am horrified at the absolute silence of all of you since the killing spree that LAPD terrorized this city with last
month. Your complicity in this knows no bounds. I honestly do not understand how you sleep at night. This
terror has but one job, to uphold white supremacy, institutiona racism stoking individual bigotries in this city at
every turn. Week after week when your supposed oversight body even does manage to meet, we see
everything the LAPD does get rubber stamped. When is this going to stop?

LAPD killed 18 people in 2021, with 5 killings in the last 2 weeks of the year. Since the last police
commission meeting on December 13th, LAPD has killed Rosendo Olivo Jr, Margarito Lopez, Daniel Elena
Lopez, Valentina Orellana Peralta, and Enrique Ruiz. These murders are an ongoing reminder that police do
not provide safety and cannot offer solutions to folks who are in crisis and need help; they are trained to kill
and they view community members as threats. Even Valentina Orellana Perala, who was hiding in a dressing
room with her mother when she was killed, was treated as collateral damage in a police assault on Daniel
Elena Lopez. Police are inherently violent and especially devalue the lives of folks that are Black or brown.
These killings are part of a pattern in police violence that cannot be reformed.
LAPD cop William Dorsey Jones, the shooter of Valentina Orellana Peralta and Daniel Elena Lopez,
was even a community relations officer for LAPD’s community policing, a program LAPD expanded in 2020
under the guise of reform and “building trust.” LAPD will inevitably ask for more funding for programs and
training in response to the killings by Dorsey Jones and other cops. These murders by police must end, we
demand LAPD is defunded!
In addition to asking for an increased budget of $213M this year from the city of LA, on this week’s
agenda alone LAPD is asking for an increase of $38.5M in its existing contract with LACMTA and over $2.7M
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in grants and donations - that’s an increase of over $41M for LAPD, just for this week’s agenda items. Stop
this deadly cycle. Defund LAPD.
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.
Signed,
Gina Viola

Gina Viola (she/her/hers)
To help protect y ou r priv acy , Microsoft O ffice prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Corporate Address:
445 S. Figueroa St. Suite 3100
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Phone:
Fax:
http://www.tradeshowtemps.net
*****************
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you, Trade Show Temps.
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